Basis for the analysis are data which are provided by the previously developed and published and the LAP-Kalman-algorithm [3, 4] . The Kienzlealgorithm detects the subviral particles in fluorescence videos of cells which are infected with the Marburg virus. At the virological institute of the Philipps-University Marburg these cells were labeled with fluorescent colour and recorded with a microscope as image sequences each with up to 600 images. The algorithm provides tracking coordinates that may include errors such as interruptions. Using the LAPKalman-algorithm, these interrupted tracks can be reassembled. The tracking algorithms result in lists, containing coordinates of the subviral particles for each moment of appearance.
Introduction
In order to develop drugs for the treatment of the Marburg virus, it is necessary to understand the intracellular processes, regarding subviral particles. The microscopic observation of fluorescently labeled cells [1] is labor-intensive and timeconsuming. Aim of this work, embedded in a collaboration with the Institute for Virology, Philipps-Universität Marburg, is to visualize parameters such as motion characteristics of the subviral particles and thus, to simplify and accelerate the analysis. The general goal of our work is to develop image processing methods in order to enhance the detection of relevant date present in fluorescence video of virus-infected cells. The cells examined are so flat that a third dimension virtually disappears.Some preliminary results are published in [6] .
If a particle passes between two areas of the grid from one frame to the following, it is assigned to the field in which it remains last. All particle tracks in a field are averaged with regard to their values (velocity, direction). These values are displayed by the use of color-coded maps as well as vector fields which are placed over a recording of the cell. This simplifies the detection of potential hotspots in the cell through colour gradients and vector arrows. The representation is analogous to a flow or weather map.
In addition it is possible to manually define the temporal resolution to investigate temporal differences in particle properties. This allows a temporal representation of velocity distributions over the duration of a sequence. On that account a time interval is selected and all values within these intervals are superimposed and displayed. As an example, the time resolution is set to 10 seconds. After that the values are calculated and displayed in the interval from 0 to 10 seconds, afterwards the interval from 10 to 20 seconds will be displayed and so on. This newly developed algorithm and the filter were implemented with MATLAB R2015a. 
Results
In this section the results of the introduced filter-processes and the algorithm will be presented. The application of the filter provides improved results, since the data that does not relate to subviral particles are excluded, this prevents a deterioration of the wanted data. Cell structures detected as subviral particles are removed from the track data, so fewer tracks are displayed. The difference that is effected by the filter is illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Output of the algorithm are microscopic images of the cells with different overlays. In favour of a review of all the intracellular movements a pseudo colour image is created which is coloured according to the velocities. For the colouring a heat map is used and the colour bar shown at the side allows to determine the speed. This allows a representation of the locations where movements of subviral particles were detected. This speed map contains data of the whole measurement from the beginning to the end. One receives an image of a cell in which every area that contains movement, was dyed. The outcome is shown in Figure 4 . In order to be able to make statements about the temporal changes of the movements, individual time intervals are summarized and are displayed as well. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show two of the temporary intervals for which a period of 2 seconds has been selected.
All velocities are given in pixels per frame and can be converted into micrometres per second or into nanometres per second by the means of a scaling factor that is depending on the magnification and the frame rate of the microscopic image.
Discussion
A new filter approach and a newly developed algorithm were applied to improve the analytical processes of subviral particles. The filter enables a discrimination of detected subviral particles and cell structures and reduces the number of tracks by excluding non subviral particle tracks. Thus, it can be ensured, that only the subviral particles' motion is analysed. The second part of the algorithm visualizes intracellular velocities as well as directions of movement of the subviral particles.
The result of the filter process looks promising. Tracks that are not relevant for this evaluations are removed. However, some correct tracks might be removed as well. The filter must be adapted accordingly to the measurement manually. Therefore a previous result may need to be discarded and the data must be filtered again with different settings. Also it is to consider choosing different classification parameters, like e.g. particles' size or shape. In the near future, the results of the filter will be quantitatively investigated When looking at the results of the algorithm compared to the image sequences, it can be seen that only areas with visible movements are coloured. The accuracy of the representation depends on the choice of grid size. The finer this grid can be chosen, the more detailed the result will be. However, if the grid is too fine, unwanted graininess can occur. By contrast, if the grid is too coarse, the speed values may be shifted because many values are averaged in the large fields, thus attenuating extreme values. The several colours of the coding and the arrow vectors make it easy for pharmaceutical researchers to distinguish between different velocity magnitudes and its direction of movement.
The presented filter and algorithm can not only be used to analyse subviral particles but also to investigate other directional motions, that has been detected by tracking algorithms. Thus it may be useful to get a better understanding of processes in virus-infected cells.
